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Abstract
Existence and uniqueness theorems for quantum stochastic differential equations with nontrivial initial
conditions are proved for coefficients with completely bounded columns. Applications are given for the case
of finite-dimensional initial space or, more generally, for coefficients satisfying a finite localisability condi-
tion. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for a conjugate pair of quantum stochastic cocycles
on a finite-dimensional operator space to strongly satisfy such a quantum stochastic differential equation.
This gives an alternative approach to quantum stochastic convolution cocycles on a coalgebra.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The investigation of quantum stochastic differential equations (QSDE) for processes acting
on symmetric Fock spaces dates back to Hudson and Parthasarathy’s founding paper of quantum
stochastic calculus [9]. As usual in stochastic analysis, these equations are understood as inte-
gral equations. By a weak solution is meant a process, consisting of operators (or mappings),
whose matrix elements with respect to exponential vectors satisfy certain ordinary integral equa-
tions. Quantum stochastic analysis also harbours a notion of strong solution. The first existence
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dimensional noise space; these were soon extended to the mapping QSDE by Evans and Hudson
(see [5]). Further extensions to the case of infinite-dimensional noise were obtained in [6,10,21],
and clarified in [15,20]. Solutions of such QSDE’s yield quantum stochastic, or Markovian, co-
cycles [1]. The converse is also true under various hypotheses [3,8]; in [16] it was proved that
any sufficiently regular cocycle on a C∗-algebra satisfies some QSDE weakly, and moreover if
the cocycle is also completely positive and contractive, then it satisfies the equation strongly.
In [17] complete boundedness of the ‘columns’ of the coefficient was identified as a sufficient
condition for the solution to be strong. (When the noise dimension space is finite-dimensional
boundedness suffices.) In all the above cases the initial condition for the QSDE was given by an
identity map ampliated to the Fock space.
Parallel to the theory of quantum stochastic cocycles, Schürmann developed a theory of quan-
tum Lévy processes on quantum groups, or more generally ∗-bialgebras (see [25] and references
therein). He showed that each quantum Lévy process satisfies a QSDE of a certain type, with
initial condition given by the counit of the underlying ∗-bialgebra (see (5.10) below). The notion
of quantum Lévy process was recently generalised to quantum stochastic convolution cocycle on
a coalgebra [12]. There it was shown that such objects arise as solutions of coalgebraic quantum
stochastic differential equations. Extension of the results of that paper to the context of com-
pact quantum groups, or more generally operator space coalgebras [14], was our motivation for
analysing quantum stochastic differential equations with nontrivial initial conditions on an op-
erator space. Results obtained here have also enabled the development of a dilation theory for
completely positive convolution cocycles on a C∗-bialgebra [26].
The aim of this paper is to provide existence and uniqueness results for a class of quantum
stochastic differential equations, under natural conditions, together with cocycle characterisa-
tion of solutions. The crucial role played by complete boundedness [17] suggests that the main
object for consideration as initial space should be an operator space. In general operator space
theory is very useful for describing properties of coefficients, initial conditions and solutions of
our equations (cf. [19]). The main existence theorem is proved for coefficients with k-bounded
columns and initial condition given by a k-bounded map, where k is the ‘noise dimension space.’
(The term k-bounded means simply bounded if k is finite-dimensional and completely bounded
otherwise.) Solutions are expressed in terms of iterated quantum stochastic integrals (cf. [18])
and have k-bounded columns themselves (completely bounded columns if the coefficient has
cb-columns and the initial condition is completely bounded). Due to our choice of test vectors
(exponentials of step-functions with values in a given dense subspace of the noise dimension
space) the results are explicitly basis-independent. As solutions of equations of the type consid-
ered are quantum stochastic cocycles, one may ask which cocycles satisfy a QSDE. Sufficient
conditions for the cocycle to satisfy a QSDE weakly, established for the case of C∗-algebras in
[16], remain valid in the coordinate-free, operator space context of this paper. A new result here,
informed by a recent theorem on convolution cocycles [12], is the characterisation of cocycles
on finite-dimensional operator spaces which, together with a conjugate process, satisfy a QSDE
strongly—namely, they are the locally Hölder-continuous processes with exponent 1/2 whose
conjugate process enjoys the same continuity.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 the notation is established and basic operator-
space theoretic and quantum stochastic notions are introduced. There also a concept of finite
localisability is discussed. Weak regularity is shown to be sufficient for uniqueness of weak
solutions in Section 2 (cf. [15]). Section 3 contains the main result on the existence of strong
solutions of equations on operator spaces and elucidates their dependence on initial conditions.
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rather than an operator space, the Fundamental Theorem on Coalgebras allows us to effectively
work with finite-dimensional subspaces and thereby to circumvent the lack of analytic structure
on V (cf. [25]). For this purpose, the version of the existence theorem for finitely localisable
maps relevant for coalgebraic quantum stochastic differential equations is given in Section 4.
Section 5 begins by recalling known facts on relations between quantum stochastic cocycles and
quantum stochastic differential equations whose initial condition is given by the identity map on
a (concrete) operator space. It then gives new necessary and sufficient conditions for a conjugate
pair of cocycles on a finite-dimensional operator space to satisfy a QSDE strongly and ends with
an application of this result to the infinitesimal generation of quantum stochastic convolution
cocycles.
Notation. For vector spaces V,W with conjugate spaces V † and W † and a linear map ϕ :V →W
the map ϕ† :V † → W † is defined by the formula ϕ(v†) = (ϕ(v))† (v ∈ V ). For dense subspaces
E and E′ of Hilbert spaces H and H′, O(E;H′) denotes the space of operators H → H′ with
domain E and O‡(E,E′) := {T ∈ O(E;H′): DomT ∗ ⊃ E′}. Thus O‡(E′,E) is the conju-
gate space of O‡(E,E′) with conjugation T → T † := T ∗|E′ . When H′ = H we write O(E)
for O(E;H). We view B(H;H′) as a subspace of O‡(E,E′) (via restriction/continuous lin-
ear extension). For vectors ζ ∈ E and ζ ′ ∈ H′, ωζ ′,ζ denotes the linear functional on O(E;H′)
given by T → 〈ζ ′, T ζ 〉, extending a standard notation. We also use the Dirac-inspired notations
|E〉 := {|ζ 〉: ζ ∈E} and 〈E| := {〈ζ |: ζ ∈E} where |ζ 〉 ∈ |h〉 := B(C;h) and 〈ζ | ∈ 〈h| := B(h;C)
are defined by λ → λζ and ζ ′ → 〈ζ, ζ ′〉, respectively—inner products (and all sesquilinear maps)
here being linear in their second argument.
Tensor products of vector spaces, such as dense subspaces of Hilbert spaces, are denoted
by 
; minimal/spatial tensor products of operator spaces by ⊗sp; and ultraweak tensor products
of ultraweakly closed spaces of bounded operators by ⊗. The symbol ⊗ is used for Hilbert space
tensor products and tensor products of completely bounded maps between operator spaces; the
symbol 
 is also used for the tensor product of unbounded operators, thus if S ∈O(E;H′) and
T ∈O(F ;K′) then S 
 T ∈O(E 
 F ;H′ ⊗ K′). We also need ampliations of bra’s and kets: for
ζ ∈ h define
Eζ := IH ⊗ 〈ζ | ∈ B(H ⊗ h;H) and Eζ := IH ⊗ |ζ 〉 ∈ B(H;H ⊗ h), (0.1)
where the Hilbert space H is determined by context.
For a vector-valued function f on R+ and subinterval I of R+ fI denotes the function on R+
which agrees with f on I and vanishes outside I . Similarly, for a vector ξ , ξI is defined by view-
ing ξ as a constant function. This extends the standard indicator function notation. The symmetric
measure space over the Lebesgue measure space R+ [7] is denoted by Γ , with integration de-
noted by
∫
Γ
· · ·dσ , thus Γ = {σ ⊂ R+: #σ < ∞} =⋃n0 Γ n where Γ n = {σ ⊂ R+: #σ = n}
and ∅ is an atom having unit measure. If R+ is replaced by a subinterval I then we write ΓI and
Γ nI , thus the measure of Γ
n
I is |I |n/n! where |I | is the Lebesgue measure of I . Finally, we write
X ⊂⊂ Y to mean that X is a finite subset of Y .
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Quantum stochastics ([20,22]; we follow [11])
Fix now, and for the rest of the paper, a complex Hilbert space k which we refer to as the noise
dimension space, and let k̂ denote the orthogonal sum C ⊕ k. Whenever c ∈ k, ĉ := (1) ∈ k̂; forc
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function with values in k̂ defined by ĝ(s) := ĝ(s). Let F denote the symmetric Fock space over
L2(R+; k). For any dense subspace D of k let SD denote the linear span of {d[0,t[: d ∈ D,
t ∈ R+} in L2(R+; k) (we always take these right-continuous versions) and let ED denote the
linear span of {ε(g): g ∈ SD} inF , where ε(g) denotes the exponential vector ((n!)−1/2g⊗n)n0.
The subscript D is dropped when D = k. An exponential domain is a dense subspace of h ⊗F ,
for a Hilbert space h, of the form D
 ED . We usually drop the tensor symbol and denote simple
tensors such as v ⊗ ε(f ) by vε(f ).
For an exponential domain D = D 
 ED ⊂ h ⊗ F and Hilbert space h′, P(D;h ⊗ F) de-
notes the space of (equivalence classes of) weakly measurable and adapted functions X :R+ →
O(D;h′ ⊗F):
t → 〈ξ ′,Xtξ 〉 is measurable (ξ ′ ∈ h′ ⊗F , ξ ∈D);〈
u′ε(g′),Xtuε(g)
〉= 〈u′ε(g′[0,t[),Xtuε(g[0,t[)〉〈u′ε(g′[t,∞[), uε(g[t,∞[)〉
(u ∈ D, g ∈ SD, u′ ∈ h′, g′ ∈ S, t ∈ R+), with processes X and X′ being identified if, for
all ξ ∈ D, Xtξ = X′t ξ for almost all t ∈ R+. If D′ is an exponential domain in h′ ⊗ F then
P‡(D,D′) denotes the space of O‡(D,D′)-valued processes. Thus P‡(D′,D) is the conjugate
space of P‡(D,D′) with conjugation defined pointwise: X†t = (Xt )∗|D′ .
Let F ∈ P(D 
 D̂ 
 ED;h′ ⊗ k̂ ⊗ F) be quantum stochastically integrable [11]. Then the
process (Xt =
∫ t
0 Fs dΛs)t0 ∈ P(D 
 ED;h′ ⊗F) satisfies〈
v′ε(g′),Xtvε(g)
〉= t∫
0
ds
〈
v′ĝ′(s)ε(g′),Fsvĝ(s)ε(g)
〉
, (1.1)
∥∥Xtvε(g)∥∥2  C(g, t)2 t∫
0
ds
∥∥Fsvĝ(s)ε(g)∥∥2 (1.2)
(v ∈ D, g ∈ SD, v′ ∈ h′, g′ ∈ S, t ∈ R+) for a constant C(g, t) which is independent of F
and v. These are known as the Fundamental Formula and Fundamental Estimate of quantum sto-
chastic calculus. We also need basic estimates for sums of iterated integrals. Thus let L= (Ln ∈
O(D 
 D̂
n;h′ ⊗ k̂⊗n))n0 satisfy the growth condition
∀γ∈R+∀v∈D∀F⊂⊂D̂
∑
n0
γ n√
n! max
{∥∥Ln(v ⊗ ζ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζn)∥∥: ζ1, . . . , ζn ∈ F}<∞.
Then the iterated quantum stochastic integrals of the Ln sum to a process (Λ(L))t0 satisfying
(for all v ∈ D, g ∈ SD , v′ ∈ h′, g′ ∈ S)〈
v′ε(g′),Λt (L)vε(g)
〉= e〈g,g′〉 ∫
Γ[0,t]
dσ
〈
v′πĝ′(σ ),L#σ vπĝ(σ )
〉
, (1.3)
∥∥Λt(L)vε(g)∥∥ ∥∥ε(g)∥∥∑
n0
C(g,T )n
{ ∫
Γ n[0,t]
dσ
∥∥Lnvπĝ(σ )∥∥2}1/2, (1.4)
∥∥[Λt(L)−Λr(L)]vε(g)∥∥ ∥∥ε(g)∥∥∑
n0
C(g,T )n+1
{ t∫
r
ds
∫
Γ n[0,s]
dω
∥∥Lnvπĝ(ω)∥∥2}1/2,
(1.5)
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πĝ(σ ) := ĝ(sn)⊗ · · · ⊗ ĝ(s1) for σ = {s1 < · · ·< sn} ∈ Γ,
with πĝ(∅) := 1.
1.2. Forms and maps
Let V and V ′ be vector spaces and let E and E′ be dense subspaces of Hilbert spaces H
and H′. For any sesquilinear map φ defined on E′ × E and vectors ζ ′ ∈ E′ and ζ ∈ E we write
φ
ζ ′
ζ for the value of φ at (ζ ′, ζ ). We shall be invoking the following natural relations:
SL
(
E′,E;L(V ;V ′))⊃ L(E;L(V ;V ′ 
 |H′〉)) (1.6)
⊃ L(V ;V ′ 
O(E;H′)). (1.7)
In case H′ is finite-dimensional the inclusion (1.6) is an equality. In case V ′ is finite-dimensional
the inclusion (1.7) is an equality. More generally the following observation is relevant here.
Lemma 1.1. Let χ ∈ L(E;L(V ;V ′ 
 |H′〉)) satisfy the localising property:
∀x∈V ∃V ′1 finite-dimensional subspace of V ′ ∀ζ∈E χ|ζ 〉(x) ∈ V ′1 
 |H′〉.
Then χ ∈ L(V ;V ′ 
O(E;H′)).
Proof. Straightforward. 
Definition. Let χ ∈ L(E;L(V ;V 
 |H′〉)) for a vector space V , pre-Hilbert space E and Hilbert
space H′. A subspace V1 of V localises χ if it satisfies
χ|ζ 〉(V1)⊂ V1 
 |H′〉 (ζ ∈E);
χ is finitely localisable if
V =
⋃
{V1: V1 localises χ and dimV1 <∞}.
Remark. By Lemma 1.1, if χ is finitely localisable then it belongs to L(V ;V 
O(E;H′)), and
localisation by V1 translates to
χ(V1)⊂ V1 
O(E;H′).
Apart from the case of finite-dimensional V , the example we have in mind is that of a coal-
gebra C with coproduct Δ. In this context all maps of the form χ = (idC ⊗ ϕ) ◦ Δ, where
ϕ ∈ L(C;O(E)), are finitely localisable. This follows from the Fundamental Theorem on Coal-
gebras.
1.3. Matrix spaces [17]
For the general theory of operator spaces and completely bounded maps we refer to [4,24].
For an operator space Y in B(H;H′) and Hilbert spaces h and h′ define
Y ⊗M B(h;h′) :=
{
T ∈ B(H ⊗ h;H′ ⊗ h′)= B(H;H′)⊗B(h;h′): Ωζ ′,ζ (T ) ∈ Y
} (1.8)
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Y⊗M B(h) and Y⊗M |h〉, referred to, respectively as the h-matrix space over Y and the h-column
space over Y. (Previous notations: M(h;Y)b and C(h;Y)b.) Matrix spaces are operator spaces
which lie between the spatial tensor product Y ⊗sp B(h;h′) and the ultraweak tensor product
Y ⊗B(h;h′) (Y denoting the ultraweak closure of Y). They arise naturally in quantum stochastic
analysis where a topological state space is to be coupled with the measure-theoretic noise—if Y
is a C∗-algebra then typically the inclusion Y ⊗sp B(h) ⊂ Y ⊗M B(h) is proper and Y ⊗M B(h) is
not a C∗-algebra. Completely bounded maps between concrete operator spaces lift to completely
bounded maps between corresponding matrix spaces: for φ ∈ CB(Y;Y′) there is a unique map
Φ : Y ⊗M B(h;h′)→ Y′ ⊗M B(h;h′) satisfying
Ωζ ′,ζ ◦Φ = φ ◦Ωζ ′,ζ (ζ ∈ h, ζ ∈ h′).
This map is completely bounded and is denoted φ ⊗M idB(h;h′). A variant on this arises when Y′
has the form X ⊗M B(K;K′):
φh;h′ := τ ◦ (φ ⊗M idB(h;h′)) (1.9)
where τ is the flip on the second and third tensor components, so that
φh;h′
(
Y ⊗M B(h;h′)
)⊂ X ⊗M B(h;h′)⊗M B(K;K′)= X ⊗M B(h ⊗ K;h′ ⊗ K′).
When h′ = h we write φh.
1.4. Tensor-extended composition
We develop a short-hand notation which will be useful here. Let U,V and W be operator
spaces and V a vector space. If φ ∈ L(V ;U ⊗sp V ⊗sp W) and ψ ∈ CB(V;V′) then we compose
in the obvious way:
ψ • φ := (idU ⊗ψ ⊗ idW) ◦ φ ∈ L(V ;U ⊗sp V′ ⊗sp W). (1.10)
Ambiguity is avoided provided that the context dictates which tensor component the second-to-
be-applied map ψ should act on. This works nicely for matrix-spaces too. Thus if φ ∈ L(V ;Y⊗M
B(h;h′)) and ψ ∈ CB(Y;Y′) (or ψ ∈ B(Y;Y′) if both h, h′ are finite-dimensional), where Y and
Y′ are concrete operator spaces, then
ψ • φ := (ψ ⊗M idB(h;h′)) ◦ φ ∈ L
(
V ;Y′ ⊗M B(h;h′)
)
.
The following elementary inequality will be needed in Section 3.
Lemma 1.2. Let ψ ∈ B(X;Y) and φ1, . . . , φn ∈ B(X;X ⊗M |H〉) for concrete operator spaces X
and Y and finite-dimensional Hilbert space H. Then
‖ψ • φ1 • · · · • φn‖ (dim H)n/2‖ψ‖‖φ1‖ · · · ‖φn‖.
Proof. Let (ei) be an orthonormal basis for H and, for a multi-index i = (i1, . . . , in) let e(i)
denote ei1 ⊗· · ·⊗ ein . Then, by a ‘partial Parseval relation’ (recall the ‘E notation’ introduced in
(0.1))∥∥ψ • φ1 • · · · • φn(x)u∥∥2 =∑∥∥Ee(i)(ψ • φ1 • · · · • φn)(x)u∥∥2 (x ∈ X, u ∈ h)i
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for any unit vectors d1, . . . , dn ∈ H,∥∥Ed1⊗···⊗dnψ • φ1 • · · · • φn∥∥= ∥∥ψ ◦Ed1φ1 ◦ · · · ◦Ednφn∥∥
 ‖ψ‖‖φ1‖ · · · ‖φn‖. 
The following variant of tensor-extended composition will also be useful. For ψ ∈
L(V ;O(E 
 E′;K ⊗ K′)) where V is a linear space, E and E′ are dense subspaces of Hilbert
spaces H and H′, and K and K′ are further Hilbert spaces,
ωζ,η •ψ :=Eζψ(·)Eη, ζ ∈ K′, η ∈E′. (1.11)
Thus ωζ,η •ψ ∈ L(V ;O(E;K)).
2. Regularity and uniqueness
For this section fix a complex vector space V and exponential domains D = D 
 ED and
D′ = D′ 
 ED′ in h ⊗F and h′ ⊗F , respectively. A map V → P(D;h′ ⊗F) is called a process
on V . We are interested in such processes which are linear and denote the collection of these by
P(V :D;h′ ⊗F). Also define
P‡(V :D,D′) := {k ∈ P(V :D;h′ ⊗F): k(V )⊂ P‡(D;D′)},
and for such a process k its conjugate process k† ∈ P‡(V † :D′,D) is defined by k†t (x†)= kt (x)†.
A process k on V is (D′,D)-pointwise weakly continuous if s → (ωξ ′,ξ ◦ ks)(x) is continuous
for all ξ ′ ∈ D′, ξ ∈ D and x ∈ V ; it is (D′,D)-weakly regular if, for some norm on V , the
following set is bounded{‖x‖−1(ωξ ′,ξ ◦ ks)(x): x ∈ V \ {0}, s ∈ [0, t]}
(ξ ′ ∈ D′, ξ ∈ D, t ∈ R+). In case D = h 
 E , D′ = h′ ⊗ E we drop the (D′,D) and refer
simply to weakly continuous and weakly regular processes. If V already has a norm then weak
regularity refers to that norm. We denote the spaces of such processes which are also linear by
Pwc(V :D,D′) and Pwr(V :D,D′), respectively.
A weaker notion of regularity tailored to the coefficient of a quantum stochastic differential
equation is also relevant to the uniqueness question. Thus let φ ∈ SL(D̂′, D̂;L(V )) (sesquilinear
maps). For each R ⊂⊂ V , F ⊂⊂D and F ′ ⊂⊂D′ define the following subspace of V
V
φ
F ′,R,F := Lin
{(
φ
ζ ′1
ζ1
◦ · · · ◦ φζ ′nζn
)
(z): n ∈ Z+, z ∈R, ζ ′1, . . . , ζ ′n ∈ F̂ ′, ζ1, . . . , ζn ∈ F̂
}
(with the convention that an empty product in L(V ) equals idV ), and for f,f ′ ∈ S write F ′t and
Ft for Ranf |[0,t[ and Ranf ′|[0,t[, respectively.
Definition. A process k :V → P(D;h′ ⊗F) is (D′,D)-weakly regular locally with respect to φ
if each V φ
F ′t ,R,Ft
has a norm for which the following is finite:
C
k,φ,t
ξ ′,R,ξ = sup
{‖z‖−1∣∣(ωξ ′,ξ ◦ ks)(z)∣∣: z ∈ V φF ′t ,R,Ft \ {0}, s ∈ [0, t[} (2.1)
(R ⊂⊂ V, ξ = vε(f ) ∈D, ξ ′ = v′ε(f ′) ∈D′, t ∈ R+).
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such processes which are linear.
Proposition 2.1. Let k ∈ Pwc(V :D,D′).
(a) Let φ ∈ SL(D̂′, D̂;L(V )) and suppose that φ satisfies
dimV φ
F ′t ,R,Ft
<∞ (R ⊂⊂ V, f ∈ SD, f ′ ∈ SD′ , t ∈ R+).
Then k ∈ Pφwr(V :D,D′).
(b) Suppose that V is a Banach space and ωξ ′,ξ ◦ kt is bounded for each ξ ′ ∈D′, ξ ∈D, t ∈ R+.
Then k ∈ Pwr(V :D,D′).
Proof. Let ξ = uε(f ) ∈D, ξ ′ = u′ε(f ′) ∈D′ and t ∈ R+.
(a) In this case let R ⊂⊂ V and consider the l1-norm on V φ
F ′t ,R,Ft
determined by a choice of
basis: ‖∑di=1 λiei‖ :=∑di=1 |λi |. By linearity
C
k,φ,t
ξ ′,R,ξ  sup
{∣∣〈ξ ′, ks(ei)ξ 〉∣∣: 0 s  t, i = 1, . . . , d},
which is finite by weak continuity.
(b) In this case the family of bounded linear functionals {ωξ ′,ξ ◦ ks : 0  s  t} is pointwise
bounded, by weak continuity, and so the Banach–Steinhaus Theorem applies. 
In particular, if V is finite-dimensional then, once equipped with a norm, part (b) applies.
Corollary 2.2. If V is finite-dimensional then
Pwc(V :D,D′)⊂ Pwr(V :D,D′).
2.1. Quantum stochastic differential equations
Now let φ ∈ SL(D̂′, D̂;L(V )) and κ ∈ L(V ;W) where W is a subspace of O(D;h′), for
example, B(h;h′). A process k :V → P(D;h′ ⊗ F) is a (D′,D)-weak solution of the quantum
stochastic differential equation
dkt = kt • dΛφ(t), k0 = ι ◦ κ (2.2)
(where ι denotes ampliation O(D;h′) →O(D;h′ ⊗F)), if k is (D′,D)-pointwise weakly con-
tinuous and
〈
ξ ′, kt (x)ξ
〉− 〈v′, κ(x)v〉〈ε(g′), ε(g)〉= t∫
0
ds
〈
ξ ′, ks
(
φ
ĝ′(s)
ĝ(s) (x)
)
ξ
〉
(2.3)
(ξ = vε(g) ∈D, ξ ′ = v′ε(g′) ∈D′, x ∈ V, t ∈ R+).
Remark. Suppose that W is a subspace of O‡(D,D′) and D′ = D′ 
 ED′ . If a (D′,D)-weak
solution k of Eq. (2.2) is P‡(D,D′)-valued then the conjugate process k† :V † → P‡(D′,D) is a
(D,D′)-weak solution of the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) with φ and κ replaced
by φ† ∈ SL(D̂, D̂′;L(V †)) and κ† ∈ L(V †;W †), respectively.
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equation (2.2) if there is a process K ∈ P(V : D 
 D̂ 
 ED;h′ ⊗ k̂ ⊗ F) which is pointwise
quantum stochastically integrable and satisfies
ωζ ′,ζ •Kt = kt ◦ φζ
′
ζ (ζ
′ ∈ D̂′, ζ ∈ D̂, t ∈ R+) (2.4)
and
kt (x)= κ(x)
 I +
t∫
0
Ks(x)dΛs (x ∈ V, t ∈ R+). (2.5)
In particular strong solutions are (pointwise strongly) continuous. In view of the First Funda-
mental Formula (1.1), any D-strong solution is an (h′ ⊗ E,D)-weak solution. Conversely, if k is
a (D′,D)-weak solution, with D′ of the form D′ 
 ED′ , and K is a pointwise quantum stochas-
tically integrable process satisfying (2.4) then (2.5) necessarily holds.
Strong solutions will be considered in subsequent sections. For now let W =O(D;h′).
Theorem 2.3. Let φ ∈ SL(D̂′, D̂;L(V )) and κ ∈ L(V ;W) and let k be a (D′,D)-weak solution
of the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2). If k is weakly regular locally with respect
to φ and is such that, for each R ⊂⊂ V , vε(f ) ∈D, v′ε(f ′) ∈D′, t ∈ R+ and s ∈ [0, t[, the map
φ
f̂ ′(s)
f̂ (s)
is bounded on V φ
F ′t ,R,Ft
with respect to a corresponding regularity norm, then
(a) k is linear, so that k ∈ Pφwr(V :D,D′), and
(b) the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) has no other such solutions.
Proof. Fix ξ ′ = u′ε(f ′) ∈D′, ξ = uε(f ) ∈D and t ∈ R+.
(a) Let x, y ∈ V and λ ∈ C; set R = {x, y, x + λy}, U = V φ
F ′t ,R,Ft
with a regularity norm ‖ · ‖
and C = 2Ck,φ,t
ξ ′,R,ξ ; and define
γ λs (z
′, z)= 〈ξ ′, [ks(z′)+ λks(z)− ks(z′ + λz)]ξ 〉 for z, z′ ∈U, s ∈ [0, t].
By the regularity assumption this satisfies∣∣γ λs (z′, z)∣∣ C(‖z′‖ + |λ| ‖z‖).
The linearity of κ and each φζ
′
ζ yields the identity
γ λs (z
′, z)=
s∫
0
dr γ λr
(
φ
f̂ ′(r)
f̂ (r)
(z′),φf̂
′(r)
f̂ (r)
(z)
)
.
Iterating this and using the boundedness assumption gives∣∣γ λt (x, y)∣∣ tnn!CMn(‖x‖ + |λ|‖y‖), n ∈ N,
where M = max{‖φĉ′ĉ (z)‖: z ∈ U, ‖z‖ 1, c′ ∈ F ′t , c ∈ Ft }. Thus γ λt (x, y) = 0. It follows that
k is linear.
(b) Let k˜ be another such solution. For x ∈ V and t ∈ R+ define
γs(z) =
〈
ξ ′,
[
ks(z)− k˜s(z)
]
ξ
〉 (
z ∈ V φ′ , s ∈ [0, t]
)
.Ft ,{x},Ft
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where C = Ck,φ,t
ξ ′,{x},ξ + Ck˜,φ,tξ ′,{x},ξ and ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖∼ denote the corresponding regularity norms.
Arguing as in (a) yields (b) 
The following two special cases are relevant for the case of coalgebraic [12] and operator
space-theoretic (Section 3 of this paper), quantum stochastic differential equations, respectively.
The first applies in particular when V is finite-dimensional.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that φ satisfies
dimV φ
F ′,{x},F <∞ (F ′ ⊂⊂D′, x ∈ V, F ⊂⊂D).
Then the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) has at most one (D′,D)-weak solution.
Moreover any such solution is necessarily linear.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that V is a Banach space and the sesquilinear map φ is B(V )-valued.
Then the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) has at most one linear (D′,D)-weak
solution k for which each ωξ ′,ξ ◦ kt is bounded (ξ ′ ∈D′, ξ ∈D, t ∈ R+).
3. Existence and dependence on initial conditions
For this section let V be an operator space (with conjugate operator space V† and conjugation
x → x†), let Y be an operator space in B(h;h′), let D = h 
 ED and D′ = h′ 
 ED′ for dense
subspaces D and D′ of k. Then P(V → Y :D,D′) denotes the following class of processes on V:{
k ∈ P(V :D;h′ ⊗F): ωε′,ε • kt (V)⊂ Y for all ε′ ∈ ED′, ε ∈ ED, t ∈ R+
}
.
Recall that k-bounded means bounded if the noise dimension space k is finite-dimensional and
completely bounded otherwise. For operator spaces V and W, we write k-B(V;W) for the space
of all linear k-bounded maps acting from V to W, and give it the operator norm if k is finite-
dimensional and the cb-norm otherwise.
We consider the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2)
dkt = kt • dΛφ(t), k0 = ι ◦ κ,
where φ ∈ L(D̂; k-B(V;CB(〈̂k|;V))) ⊂ SL(̂k, D̂;B(V)) and κ ∈ k-B(V;Y). Now ampliation is of
bounded operators, so ι(Y) ⊂ Y ⊗M B(F). We say that φ has ‘k-bounded columns’ (cf. [17]).
Note that CB(〈̂k|;V)= k-B(〈̂k|;V) (topological isomorphism).
Theorem 3.1. Let φ ∈ L(D̂; k-B(V;CB(〈̂k|;V))) and κ ∈ k-B(V;Y). Then the quantum stochas-
tic differential equation (2.2) has a D-strong solution k ∈ P(V → Y : D,h′ 
 E), enjoying the
following properties:
(a) k has k-bounded columns:
kt,|ε〉 ∈ k-B
(
V;Y ⊗M |F〉
)
(t ∈ R+, ε ∈ ED).
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R+ → k-B
(
V;Y ⊗M |F〉
)
, s → ks,|ε〉,
is locally Hölder-continuous with exponent 12 .
(c) If k˜ is a linear (D′1,D1)-weak solution of (2.2), for exponential domains D′1 and D1 con-
tained in D′ and D, respectively, then k˜ is a restriction of k: k˜t (x) = kt (x)|D1 (x ∈ V,
t ∈ R+).
(d) If φ has cb-columns (i.e. φ|ζ 〉 ∈ CB(V;CB(〈̂k|;V)) for ζ ∈ D̂) and κ is completely bounded
then k has cb-columns and (b) holds with CB(V;Y ⊗M |F〉) in place of k-B(V;Y ⊗M |F〉).
Proof. Define a process k ∈ P(V → Y :D,D′) as follows: kt =Λt ◦ υ where
υn ∈ L(D̂
n; k-B(V;Y ⊗M ∣∣̂k⊗n〉)⊂ L(V;O(h 
 D̂
n;h′ ⊗ k̂⊗n)) (n ∈ Z)
is defined by
Eζ
′
1⊗···⊗ζ ′nυn|ζ1⊗···⊗ζn〉 = κ ◦ φ
ζ ′n
ζn
◦ · · · ◦ φζ ′1ζ1
(
ζ1, . . . , ζn ∈ D̂, ζ ′1, . . . , ζ ′n ∈ k̂
)
. (3.1)
Thus, in terms of any concrete realisation of V in B(H) for a Hilbert space H,
υn|ζ1⊗···⊗ζn〉 = τ ◦ (κ • φ|ζn〉 • · · · • φ|ζ1〉),
where τ : Y ⊗M |̂k⊗n〉 → Y ⊗M |̂k⊗n〉 denotes the tensor flip reversing the order of the n copies
of k̂. Therefore, if k is finite-dimensional then Lemma 1.2 implies that∥∥υn|ζ1⊗···⊗ζn〉∥∥ ‖κ‖(√dim k̂ maxi ‖φ|ζi 〉‖)n,
whereas if κ is completely bounded and φ has cb-columns then∥∥υn|ζ1⊗···⊗ζn〉∥∥cb  ‖κ‖cb( maxi ‖φ|ζi 〉‖cb)n.
It follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that kt,|ε〉(V) ⊂ Y ⊗M |F〉 and kt,|ε〉 is bounded V → Y ⊗M |F〉
(ε = ε(g) ∈ ED, t ∈ R+), with
‖kt,|ε〉‖ ‖κ‖′‖ε‖
∑
n0
Cn√
n! and
‖kt,|ε〉 − ks,|ε〉‖
√
t − s‖κ‖′‖ε‖C(g,T )
∑
n0
Cn√
n! (0 s  t  T ),
where C = C(g,T )√C′ max{‖φ|ζ 〉‖′: ζ ∈ Ran ĝ|[0,T ]}, with ‖·‖′ and C′ meaning ‖·‖ and dim k̂,
respectively, when k is finite-dimensional, but ‖ · ‖cb and 1 otherwise. We have therefore shown
that k satisfies (a) and (b) when k is finite-dimensional.
Now suppose that κ is completely bounded and φ has cb-columns. Then, identifying
MN(Y ⊗M |̂k〉)= Y ⊗M |̂k〉 ⊗M MN with MN(Y)⊗M |̂k〉 = Y ⊗M MN ⊗M |̂k〉 gives
(kt,|ε〉)(N) = k˜t,|ε〉 (N ∈ N, t ∈ R+, ε ∈ ED), (3.2)
where k˜ is the process arising from the above construction when κ and φ are replaced by κ(N)
and φN , φN being given by (φN)|ζ 〉 = (φ|ζ 〉)(N). It follows that the above estimates apply with
cb-norms on the left-hand side (as well as the right). This completes the proof of (a), (b) and (d).
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ε = ε(g) ∈ ED , ε′ = ε(g′) ∈ E and t ∈ R+,
e−〈g′,g〉ωε′,ε • kt =
∫
Γ[0,t]
dσ υg
′,g
σ (t ∈ R+) (3.3)
in B(V;Y) where
υg
′,g
σ = κ ◦ φĝ
′(s1)
ĝ(s1)
◦ · · · ◦ φĝ′(sn)ĝ(sn) for σ = {s1 < · · ·< sn} ∈ Γ. (3.4)
Therefore
ωε′,ε • kt − 〈ε′, ε〉κ = 〈ε′, ε〉
∫
Γ[0,t]
dσ
(
1 − δ∅(σ )
)
υg
′,g
σ
= 〈ε′, ε〉
t∫
0
ds
∫
Γ[0,s]
dρ υ
g′,g
ρ∪{s}
= 〈ε′, ε〉
t∫
0
ds
∫
Γ[0,s]
dρ υg
′,g
ρ ◦ φĝ
′(s)
ĝ(s)
=
t∫
0
ds ωε′,ε •
(
ks ◦ φĝ′(s)ĝ(s)
)
,
so ks is a (D,D′)-weak solution of (2.2).
Now define a process K ∈ P(V → Y ⊗M |̂k〉 : h 
 D̂ 
 ED,h′ 
 D̂′ 
 E) by
Kt,|ζ⊗ε〉 = kt,|ε〉 • φ|ζ 〉 (t ∈ R+, ζ ∈ D̂, ε ∈ ED).
Since it is (pointwise strongly) continuous, by part (b), K is quantum stochastically integrable.
Moreover, since
Eζ
′
Kt,|ζ⊗ε〉 =Eζ ′kt,|ε〉 • φ|ζ 〉 = kt,|ε〉 ◦ φζ
′
ζ ,
K also satisfies (2.4). Therefore k is a D-strong solution of (2.2). Part (c) follows from the
uniqueness result Corollary 2.5. This completes the proof. 
Notation. The process uniquely determined by κ and φ in this theorem will be denoted kκ,φ ,
extending the established notation kφ for the case Y = V and κ = idV.
Corollary 3.2. Let φ ∈ k-B(V;CB(T (̂k);V)) and κ ∈ k-B(V;Y). Then (for any exponential do-
mains D and D′) the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) has a unique (D,D′)-weakly
regular weak solution k ∈ P(V → Y :D,D′); it is also a D-strong solution.
Here T (̂k) denotes the operator space of trace-class operators on k̂ and we are invoking the
natural complete isometry CB(T (̂k);V) = CB(|̂k〉;CB(〈̂k|;V)). If V is a concrete operator space
then there is a natural completely isometric isomorphism between CB(T (̂k);V) and V ⊗M B(̂k),
so that φ above may be viewed as a map in k-B(V;V ⊗M B(̂k)).
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P‡(V → Y :D,D′) and (kκ,φ)† = kκ†,φ† .
Proof. In view of the identity
υ˜g,g
′
σ =
(
υg
′,g
σ
)†
(g ∈ SD, g′ ∈ SD′ , σ ∈ Γ ),
where υ˜ is defined by (3.4) with κ† and φ† in place of κ and φ, this follows from the form
representations (3.3) for kκ†,φ† and kκ,φ . 
Remarks.
(i) If U is a subspace of V invariant under each of the maps φζ ′ζ (ζ ′ ∈ k̂, ζ ∈ D̂) then ωε′,ε •
kt (U)⊂ κ(U) for all ε′ ∈ E , ε ∈ ED .
(ii) The identification (3.2) extends as follows. If φ has cb-columns and κ is completely bounded
then h-matrix space liftings, of coefficient, initial condition and solution, are compatible:(
k
κ,φ
t
)h = kκ ′,φ′t (3.5)
where κ ′ = κ ⊗M idB(h) and φ′ is determined by φ′|ζ 〉 = (φ|ζ 〉)h. This follows easily from the
equality
(κ • φ|ζ1〉 • · · · • φ|ζn〉)h = κ ′ • φ′|ζ1〉 • · · · • φ′|ζn〉
(in the notation (1.9)) and the identity
Λn(T ⊗L)= T ⊗Λnt (L)
(
T ∈ B(h), n ∈ Z+, L ∈ B(h;h′)⊗B
(
k̂⊗n
))
.
In the next result we consider the case where the operator space V is concrete itself, and so
the process kκ,φ may be compared to the process kφ .
Proposition 3.4. Let κ and φ be as in Theorem 3.1 and suppose that the operator space V is
concrete. Then the following hold:
(a) ωε′,ε • kκ,φt = κ ◦
(
ωε′,ε • kφt
)
(ε ∈ ED, ε′ ∈ E, t ∈ R+).
(b) If κ is completely bounded then
k
κ,φ
t,|ε〉 = κ • kφt,|ε〉 (t ∈ R+, ε ∈ ED).
(c) If κ is completely bounded and the process kφ is completely bounded then kκ,φ is the com-
pletely bounded process given by
k
κ,φ
t = κ • kφt (t ∈ R+).
Proof. (a) follows easily from (3.3); (b) and (c) are simple consequences of (a). 
Remarks. Since the process kκ,φ depends linearly on κ , the proposition implies that it also
depends continuously on its initial condition—in various senses, depending on the regularity of
the initial condition and process kφ .
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κ • φ|ζ 〉 = φ|ζ 〉 ◦ κ (ζ ∈ D̂), then κ • φ•n|η〉 = φ•n|η〉 ◦ κ (n ∈ Z+, η ∈ D̂
n) and so
k
κ,φ
t = kφt ◦ κ (t ∈ R+).
Injectivity of the quantum stochastic operation Λ [18, Proposition 2.3] implies that kκ,φ =
kκ
′,φ′ if and only if
κ = κ ′ and κ • φ|ζ1〉 • · · · • φ|ζn〉 (n ∈ N, ζ1 ∈ D̂, . . . , ζn ∈ D̂).
4. Localisable equations
In this section we consider the case where the source space is a vector space on which the
coefficient map of the quantum stochastic differential equation is finitely localisable. Thus let
V be a complex vector space, let D be a dense subspace of the noise dimensions space k and
consider our quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2)
dkt = kt • dΛφ(t), k0 = ι ◦ κ,
where φ ∈ L(D̂;L(V ;V 
|̂k〉)). Recall that if φ is finitely localisable then it necessarily belongs
to L(V ;V 
O(D̂)).
Theorem 4.1. Let φ ∈ L(V ;V 
O(D̂)) be finitely localisable and let κ ∈ L(V ;Y), where Y is an
operator space in B(h;h′). Set D = h 
 ED . Then there is a process k ∈ P(V → Y :D,h′ ⊗ E),
which is a D-strong solution of (2.2) and enjoys the following further properties:
(a) k is L(V ;Y 
O(ED))-valued.
(b) The map s → ks,|ε〉(x) is locally Hölder-continuous R+ → Y ⊗sp |F〉 with exponent 12
(x ∈ V, ε ∈ ED).
(c) If k˜ is a (D′1,D1)-weak solution of (2.2), where D1 and D′1 are exponential domains con-
tained in D and h′ ⊗ E respectively, then k˜ is a restriction of k: k˜t (x)= kt (x)|D1 .
(d) For any subspace V1 localising φ, kt (V1)⊂ κ(V1)
O(ED) (t ∈ R+).
Proof. Consider a finite-dimensional subspace V1 of V which localises φ and let κ1 and φ1
be the restrictions of κ and φ to V1. By endowing V1 with operator space structure κ1 be-
comes completely bounded and φ1 enjoys completely bounded columns. Theorem 3.1 there-
fore permits us to define a process k1 ∈ P(V1 → Y : D,D′) by k1 = kκ1,φ1 . Now suppose that
k2 ∈ P(V2 → Y : D,D′) is the process arising in this way from another finite-dimensional sub-
space V2 localising φ. Then the finite-dimensional subspace V3 := V1 ∩ V2 also localises φ and
so gives rise to a third process k3 ∈ P(V3 → Y :D,D′). By the uniqueness part of Theorem 3.1
it follows that k3 agrees with both k1 and k2 on V3. The following prescription therefore gives
a consistent definition of a process k ∈ P(V → Y : D,D′): let kt (x) = kκ1,φ1t (x) where κ1 and
φ1 are the restrictions of κ and φ to any finite-dimensional subspace of V containing x which
localises φ. That k is a D-strong solution of (2.2) satisfying properties (a)–(d) now follows easily
from Theorem 3.1 and the subsequent remarks. Observe that (d) implies that for each s  0 and
ε ∈ ED the map ks,|ε〉 takes values in Y 
 |F〉. 
Remark. Clearly the following weaker localisability property suffices: for all x ∈ V and F ⊂⊂
D there is a finite-dimensional subspace V1 of V containing x such that φ|ζ 〉(V1) ⊂ V1 
 |̂k〉 for
all ζ ∈ F̂ ; conclusion (d) is then modified accordingly.
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As before,
kκ,φ = kκ ′,φ′ if and only if κ = κ ′ and κ • φ•n = κ ′ • φ′•n (n ∈ N).
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that φ ∈ L(V ;V 
O‡(D̂, D̂′)) for some dense subspace D′ of k. Then
kκ,φ ∈ P‡(V :D,D′) where D′ = h′ 
 ED′ and (kκ,φ)† = kκ†,φ† .
We next give a variant of the above existence theorem. Note that the definition of P(V →
Y :D,D′) extends in an obvious way if Y is replaced by W =O(D;h′) and D by D 
 ED .
Theorem 4.3. Let φ ∈ L(V ;V 
O(D̂)) be finitely localisable, let κ ∈ L(V ;W) and set D =
D 
 ED . Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 hold with Y replaced by W and (a), (b) and (d)
replaced by
(a)′ s → kκ,φs (x)ξ is locally Hölder-continuous R+ → h′ ⊗ F with exponent 12 , for all x ∈ V
and ξ ∈D.
Proof. For u ∈ D, Theorem 4.1 applies, with Y = |h′〉, to the quantum stochastic differential
equation
dkt = kt • dΛφ(t), k0 = ι ◦ κ|u〉.
Let lu ∈ P(V → |h′〉 : ED,h′ 
 E) be its ED-strong solution. For u,v ∈ D and λ ∈ C, if g ∈ ED
and ξ ′ = v′ε(g′) ∈D′ then the maps γs :V → C (s ∈ R+) given by
γs(x) =
〈
ξ ′,
[
lus (x)+ λlvs (x)− l(u+λv)s (x)
]
ε(g)
〉
satisfy
γt (x) =
t∫
0
ds γs
(
φ
ĝ′(s)
ĝ(s) (x)
)
(x ∈ V, t ∈ R+).
In view of finite localisability, iteration shows that γ is identically zero. If follows that
k
κ,φ
t (x)uε(g) := lut (x)ε(g) (x ∈ V, u ∈ D, g ∈ SD, t ∈ R+),
defines a process kκ,φ ∈ P(V → W :D,D′) which is a D-strong solution of (2.2); it is clear that
it satisfies (a)′ and (c) too. 
5. Quantum stochastic cocycles
In this section we give a new result on the infinitesimal generation of quantum stochastic
cocycles (cf. [16]). At the end we describe how the result may be applied to quantum stochastic
convolution cocycles on a coalgebra [12]. Fix an operator space Y in B(h;h′) and exponential
domains D = h 
 ED and D′ = h′ 
 ED′ .
The following notations for a process k ∈ P(Y → Y :D,D′) prove useful:
k
g′,g
t := e−〈g
′[0,t[,g[0,t[〉ωε(g′ ),ε(g ) • kt (5.1)[0,t[ [0,t[
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k
c′,c
t := k
c′[0,t[,c[0,t[
t (c
′ ∈D′, c ∈D). (5.2)
Thus kg
′,g
t ∈ L(Y) and the process is called initial space bounded if each map kg
′,g
t is bounded
(cf. the condition of having bounded columns).
Definition. A process k ∈ P(Y → Y :D,D′) is a (D′,D)-weak quantum stochastic cocycle on Y
if it satisfies
k
g′,g
r+t = kg
′,g
r ◦ kS
∗
r g
′,S∗r g
t (5.3)
for all g′ ∈ SD′ , r, t ∈ R+ and g ∈ SD , where (St )t0 is the (isometric) right-shift semigroup on
L2(R+; k).
Let QSC(Y :D,D′) denote the collection of these. Also define
QSC‡(Y :D,D′)= QSC(Y :D,D′)∩ P‡(Y → Y :D,D′);
if k is in this class then k†g,g
′
t = (kg
′,g
t )
† and it is easily seen that the conjugate process k† is a
cocycle on Y†.
In case the process has cb-columns (each map x → kt,|ε〉(x) is completely bounded Y →
V ⊗M |F〉) the cocycle relation is equivalent to
kr+t,|ε(g[0,r+t[)〉 = kr,|ε(g[0,t[)〉 • kt,|ε(S∗r g[r,r+t[)〉;
in case the process itself is completely bounded it simplifies further, to the more recognisable
cocycle property:
kr+t = kr • σr • kt
where (σr)r0 is the CCR flow of index k [2].
Lemma 5.1. Let k ∈ P(Y → Y :D,D′) and define P c′,c := (kc′,ct )t0 (c′, c ∈ k). Then the follow-
ing are equivalent:
(i) k ∈ QSC(Y :D,D′).
(ii) For all c′ ∈ D′ and c ∈ D, P c′,c is a one-parameter semigroup in L(Y) and, for all g′ ∈
SD′ , g ∈ SD and t ∈ R+, kg
′,g
t = lg
′,g
t where
l
g′,g
t = Pg
′(t0),g(t0)
t1−t0 · · ·Pg
′(tn),g(tn)
tn+1−tn (5.4)
with n ∈ Z+, t0 = 0, tn+1 = t and {t1 < · · ·< tn} being precisely the (possibly empty) union
of the sets of points of discontinuity of g′ and g in ]0, t[.
(iii) For all g′ ∈ SD′ , g ∈ SD and t ∈ R+,
k
g′,g
t = Pg
′(t0),g(t0)
t1−t0 · · ·Pg
′(tn),g(tn)
tn+1−tn (5.5)
whenever n ∈ Z+ and {0 = t0  · · ·  tn+1 = t} includes all the discontinuities of g′[0,t[
and g[0,t[.
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The one-parameter semigroups {P c′,c: c′ ∈ D′, c ∈ D} in L(Y) are referred to as the associ-
ated semigroups of k, P 0,0 as its Markov semigroup and (5.5) as its semigroup decomposition.
If k is initial space bounded and each semigroup is norm continuous R+ → B(Y) then the co-
cycle is called Markov-regular. When the cocycle is contractive, norm continuity of any of the
associated semigroups (such as its Markov semigroup) implies Markov-regularity [16, Proposi-
tion 5.4]. In view of the semigroup decomposition, Markov-regular cocycles are necessarily both
weakly regular and weakly continuous processes.
Now consider the quantum stochastic differential equation (2.2) where κ = idY:
dkt = kt • dΛφ(t), k0 = ι. (5.6)
The following result is a coordinate-free counterpart to Proposition 5.2 of [16] in the operator
space setting.
Theorem 5.2. Let φ ∈ SL(D̂′, D̂;B(Y)) and let k ∈ Pφwr(Y → Y :D′,D) be a (D,D′)-weak so-
lution of the quantum stochastic differential equation (5.6). Then k is a Markov-regular quantum
stochastic cocycle and the generators of its associated semigroups are given by
ψc′,c = φĉ′ĉ (c′ ∈D′, c ∈D). (5.7)
Proof. Let ξ ′ = v′ε(g′) ∈ D′, ξ ∈ vε(g) ∈ D and t ∈ R+. Define lg
′,g
t ∈ B(Y) by (5.4) where
P c
′,c is the norm continuous semigroup in B(Y) with generator φĉ′ĉ . Then m
g′,g
t := kg
′,g
t − lg
′,g
t
satisfies
〈
v′,mg
′,g
t (x)v
〉= t∫
0
ds
〈
v′,mg
′,g
s
(
φ
ĝ′(s)
ĝ(s) (x)
)
v
〉
.
Iterating this gives
〈
v′,mg
′,g
t (x)v
〉= t∫
0
dsn · · ·
s2∫
0
ds1
(
ωξ ′,ξ ◦ ks1 −ωv′,v ◦ lg
′,g
s1
)(
φ
ĝ′(s1)
ĝ(s1)
◦ · · · ◦ φĝ′(sn)ĝ(sn)
)
(x).
By φ-weak regularity of k and norm continuity of lg′,g , the integrand has a bound of the form
C‖x‖Mn where the constants C and M are independent of n. The identity kg′,gt = lg
′,g
t fol-
lows and so, by Lemma 5.1, k is a quantum stochastic cocycle with associated semigroups
{P c′,c: c′ ∈D′, c ∈D}. This completes the proof. 
It follows from (5.7) that the associated semigroups are cb-norm continuous if and only if the
sesquilinear map φ is CB(Y)-valued.
Remarks. Note that, in this case, the ‘form representation’ of k (3.3) is given by
k
g′,g
s =
∫
Γ
dσ υg
′,g
σ[0,s]
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σ = idY when σ = ∅ and
υg
′,g
σ = φĝ
′(s1)
ĝ(s1)
◦ · · · ◦ φĝ′(sn)
ĝ(sn)
for σ = {s1 < · · ·< sn}.
In particular, if k = kφ where φ ∈ L(D̂; k-B(Y;V ⊗M |̂k〉)) then
υg
′,g
σ = ωπĝ′ (σ ),πĝ(σ ) • υ#σ ,
where υ = υφ is defined by (3.1) with κ = idV , and the cocycle relation may be expressed as
follows:∫
Γ[0,r+t]
dσ υg
′,g
σ =
∫
Γ[0,r]
dρ
∫
Γ[0,t]
dτ υg
′,g
ρ ◦ υS
∗
r g
′,S∗r g
τ .
In this case the associated semigroup generators are given by
ψc′,c = ωĉ′ ,̂c • φ. (5.8)
Corollary 5.3. Let φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O(D̂)) and suppose that Y is finite-dimensional. Then kφ is an
L(Y;Y 
O(ED))-valued Markov-regular quantum stochastic cocycle.
Proof. This follows from the theorem above and Theorem 3.1 since, for finite-dimensional Y,
there are natural linear identifications
L
(
Y;Y 
O(E))= L(E;L(Y;Y 
 |H〉))= L(E;CB(Y;Y ⊗M |H〉)),
for (E,H) equal in turn to (D̂, k̂) and (ED,F). 
We now begin to develop converse results. The first is a coordinate-free counterpart to Theo-
rem 5.6 of [16] in the operator space setting.
Theorem 5.4. Let k ∈ QSC‡(Y : D,D′) and suppose that k is Markov-regular and the maps
t → kt (x)ξ and t → kt (x)∗ξ ′ (x ∈ Y, ξ ∈ D, ξ ′ ∈ D′) are all continuous at 0. Then k is
a (D′,D)-weak solution of the quantum stochastic differential equation (5.6) for some φ ∈
SL(D̂′, D̂;B(Y)).
Proof. Define a map as follows
φ : D̂′ × D̂ → B(Y),
((
z′
c′
)
,
(
z
c
))
→ [ z′ − 1 1 ]
[
ψ0,0 ψ0,c
ψc′,0 ψc′,c
][
z− 1
1
]
where {ψc′,c: c′ ∈ D′, c ∈ D} are the generators of k’s associated semigroups and, for x ∈ Y,
let φ(x) denote the corresponding map D̂′ × D̂ → Y. Markov-regularity implies that lg′,g , given
by (5.4), satisfies
l
g′,g
t = idY +
t∫
0
ds l
g′,g
s ◦ψc′,c,
where c′ = g′(t−) and c = g(t−). But, by the semigroup decomposition, lg′,g = kg′,g ; since φĉ′ĉ =
ψc′,c it therefore suffices only to prove that φ is sesquilinear.
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v′, φζ
′
ζ (x)v
〉= lim
t→0+
t−1
〈
α(t), β(t)
〉
where ζ ′ = (z′
c′
) ∈ D̂′, ζ = (z
c
) ∈ D̂,
α(t)= (k†t (x∗)− x∗ ⊗ 1)(v′ ⊗ {(z′ − 1)ε(0)+ ε(c′[0,t[)}) and
β(t)= v ⊗ (z, c[0,t[, (2!)−1/2(c[0,t[)⊗2, . . . ).
Thus if ζ = ζ1 + λζ2 for ζi =
(
zi
ci
) ∈ D̂ (i = 1,2) and λ ∈ C then〈
v′,
(
φ
ζ ′
ζ (x)− φζ
′
ζ1
(x)− λφζ ′ζ2(x)
)
v
〉= lim
t→0+
〈
α(t), γ (t)
〉
where
γ (t)= t−1v ⊗ ((n!)−1/2{c⊗n − (c1)⊗n − (λc2)⊗n}⊗ 1[0,t[n)n2.
Since γ is locally bounded and α(t) → 0 as t → 0, by the continuity of the process k†, this
shows that φ(x) is linear in its second argument. A very similar argument, in which the roles
of k and k† are exchanged, shows that φ(x) is conjugate linear in its first argument. The result
follows. 
Remarks. In view of Corollary 2.4, k is the unique linear (D′,D)-weak solution of (5.6). In
particular, if either
(a) φ ∈ L(D̂; k-B(Y;Y ⊗M |̂k〉)), or
(b) Y is finite-dimensional and φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O(D̂)),
then k = kφ and so satisfies the equation strongly. If Y is a C∗-algebra and k is completely
positive and contractive then (a) holds (by [16, Theorem 5.4] and [17, Theorem 2.4]); it also
holds if k is finite-dimensional.
We next identify a necessary and sufficient condition for (b) to hold. To this end let
QSCHc(Y :D,D′) denote the collection of cocycles k ∈ QSC(Y :D,D′) for which
kt,|ε〉(x) is bounded and s → ks,|ε〉(x) ∈ V ⊗M |F〉 is Hölder 12 -continuous at 0 (5.9)
(t ∈ R+, ε ∈ ED, x ∈ Y). Let QSC‡Hc(Y :D,D′) denote the set of processes k ∈ P‡(V :D,D′)
such that both k and k† satisfy (5.9).
Lemma 5.5. Let k ∈ QSC‡Hc(Y :D,D′) be Markov-regular, with resulting φ (from Theorem 5.4)
viewed as a linear map Y → SL(D̂′, D̂;Y). Then, for all x ∈ Y, φ(x) is separately continuous in
each argument.
Proof. Fix x ∈ Y and let ζ ′ = (z′
c′
) ∈ D̂′ and ζ = (z
c
) ∈ D̂. Then, in terms of the generators of the
associated semigroups, φζ
′
ζ (x) equals
z′
{
(z− 1)ψ0,0(x)+ψ0,c(x)
}+ (z− 1){ψc′,0(x)−ψ0,0(x)}+ {ψc′,c(x)−ψ0,c(x)}
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where ε = ε(e[0,1[),∣∣〈v′, (ψc′,e(x)−ψ0,e(x))v〉∣∣
= lim
t→0+
t−1e−t〈c′,e〉
∣∣〈v′ ⊗ {ε(c′[0,t[)− ε(0)}, (kt (x)− x ⊗ 1)v ⊗ ε(e[0,1[)〉∣∣
 ‖v′‖ ‖c′‖C(x, e)‖v‖.
Thus ‖ψc′,e(x)−ψ0,e(x)‖ ‖c′‖C(x, e). It follows that∥∥φζ ′ζ (x)∥∥ |z′|∥∥(z− 1)ψ0,0(x)+ψ0,c(x)∥∥+ |z− 1| ‖c′‖C(x,0)+ ‖c′‖C(x, c)
 ‖ζ ′‖M(ζ,x),
where M(ζ,x) is a constant independent of ζ ′. Thus the sesquilinear map φ(x) is continuous
in its first argument. Again applying the above argument to k† yields continuity in the second
argument. 
Remark. If Y is finite-dimensional then the continuity assumption introduced in (5.9) is equiva-
lent to Hölder-continuity at 0 of the map
s → ks,|ε〉 ∈ B
(
Y;Y ⊗M |F〉
)
(ε ∈ ED).
If h is finite-dimensional then this further reduces to the pointwise strong continuity condition
s → ks(x)ξ ∈ h′ ⊗F is Hölder 12-continuous at 0 (x ∈ Y, ξ ∈D).
We alert the reader to the fact that not all finite-dimensional operator spaces can be concretely
realised in B(H), in the sense of a completely isometric embedding, for a finite-dimensional
Hilbert space H. For more on this point, and for details of an example given by the operator
space spanned by the canonical unitary generators of the universal C∗-algebra of a free group Fn
(n 3), we refer to [23].
Theorem 5.6. Let k ∈ QSC‡Hc(Y :D,D′) and suppose that Y is finite-dimensional. Then there is
φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O‡(D̂, D̂′)) such that k = kφ .
Proof. Note first that, since Y is finite-dimensional, the continuity assumption implies that k is
Markov-regular. Let φ ∈ L(Y;SL(D̂′, D̂;Y)) be the map resulting from Theorem 5.4. Choose
an ordered basis {x1, . . . , xn} of Y and for x ∈ Y, ζ ′ ∈ D̂′ and ζ ∈ D̂, let φζ
′
ζ (x)
i
, i = 1, . . . , n,
denote the components of φζ
′
ζ (x), with respect to this basis. By Lemma 5.5 each functional
φ(x)i : D̂′ × D̂ → C is sesquilinear and continuous in each argument; it is therefore given by an
operator φ(i)(x) ∈O‡(D̂, D̂′):
φ
ζ ′
ζ (x)
i = 〈ζ ′, φ(i)(x)ζ 〉 (ζ ′ ∈ D̂′, ζ ∈ D̂).
Moreover, each map x → φ(i)(x) is clearly linear. Thus, setting
φ(x) =
n∑
xi ⊗ φ(i)(x)
i=1
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O‡(D̂, D̂′). Therefore, by Corollary 5.3, φ generates a stochas-
tic cocycle. In view of the identity
(ωĉ′ ,̂c • φ)(x)=
n∑
i=1
φĉ
′
ĉ (x)
ixi = φĉ′ĉ (x)=ψc′,c(x)
and Theorem 5.2, k has the same associated semigroups as the cocycle kφ . Thus k = kφ and the
proof is complete. 
By finite localisability for a process k ∈ P(Y → Y : D,D′) we mean finite localisability for
each kt . Combining the above result with Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 4.3, straightforward local-
isation arguments allow us to summarize the new results of this section as follows.
Corollary 5.7.
(a) Let φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O(D̂)) be finitely localisable. Then kφ ∈ QSCHc(Y :D,D′) and is finitely
localisable, moreover if φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O‡(D̂, D̂′)) then kφ ∈ QSC‡Hc(Y :D,D′).
(b) Conversely, let k ∈ QSC‡Hc(Y :D,D′) be finitely localisable. Then there is a unique finitely
localisable map φ ∈ L(Y;Y 
O‡(D̂, D̂′)) such that k = kφ .
5.1. Application to coalgebraic cocycles
Theorem 5.6 yields an alternative proof of the principal implication in Theorem 5.8 of [12]
which states that if C is a coalgebra with coproduct Δ and counit , then any Hölder-continuous
quantum stochastic convolution cocycle l ∈ P‡(C → C;ED,ED′), with Hölder-continuous conju-
gate, satisfies a coalgebraic quantum stochastic differential equation
dlt = lt τ dΛϕ(t), l0 = ι ◦ , (5.10)
for some map ϕ ∈ L(C;O‡(D̂, D̂′)). We end with a sketch of a proof of this. The Fundamental
Theorem on Coalgebras and localisation arguments allow us to effectively assume that C is finite-
dimensional. Assuming this, linearly embed C into B(h), for some (finite-dimensional) Hilbert
space h, and observe that the process k ∈ P‡(C → C;h 
 ED,h 
 ED′), defined by the formula
kt = (idC 
 lt ) ◦Δ (t  0) (5.11)
is a Hölder-continuous quantum stochastic cocycle on C. Theorem 5.6 then implies that k satisfies
the quantum stochastic differential equation (5.6) for some φ ∈ L(C;C 
O‡(D̂, D̂′)). Set
ϕ = ( 
 idO‡(D̂,D̂′)) ◦ φ. (5.12)
It is then easily checked that the convolution cocycle l satisfies the coalgebraic quantum stochas-
tic differential equation (5.10).
Remark. The idea outlined here, of using correspondences such as (5.11) and (5.12) for mov-
ing between quantum stochastic cocycles and quantum stochastic convolution cocycles, or their
respective stochastic generators, also works well in the analytic context of quantum stochastic
convolution cocycles on operator space coalgebras. This enables application of known results
for quantum stochastic cocycles to the development of a theory of quantum Lévy processes on
compact quantum groups and the characterisation of their stochastic generators. This is done in
1114 J.M. Lindsay, A.G. Skalski / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 330 (2007) 1093–1114the paper [14] which also contains many examples. Dilation of completely positive convolution
cocycles on a C∗-bialgebra to ∗-homomorphic convolution cocycles is treated in [26]. The main
results, in both the algebraic and analytic cases, are summarized in [13].
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